
Los18.org
A GLOBAL SDG INCUBATOR



WHAT IS LOS18?

Los18.org (www. los18.org) is a social, apolitical, universal and non-profit platform that

promotes sustainability within the framework of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals

(SDGs) approved by the United Nations and implemented in the 2030 Agenda. We
promote the Sustainable Development Goals through epic actions involving
governments, businesses and citizens of any type, country, race and age.
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We are called Los18 because we believe that the 17 SDGs require one more element to be

effective: passion, the desire to get involved and create community to work and generate

real change. We strongly believe that the United Nations Development Programme

(UNDP) plays a crucial role in this matter. The United Nations Development Programme is,

in our opinion, the best starting point for all of us to improve the lives of millions of people.

The origin of Los18 can be traced back to a master's degree at IE Business School,

after which it became a social initiative to promote sustainable development.

WHAT IS OUR PURPOSE?

Our long-term goal is to carry out a Global Solidarity Voyage. A great challenge with
which we will sail around the world by boat, making 18 scales and promoting in
each of them a different SDG, through actions of citizen collaboration and social
volunteering. The aim of this journey is to generate a great social and media impact,

which will allow us to gain experience and generate a white book that will be delivered to

the UN and all possible educational and business institutions.
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The most important ingredient for a WOW social is the

people. We gather local people in a public area, which is

provided by the government, where we then organize epic

and inspiring actions for all citizens.  With this initiative we

try to bring the SDG close to citizens. Apart from using

inspirational panels to spread the message of the 2030

Agenda, we use music, art, color and movement. During

these type of actions, everyone is invited. 

Focus on: CONNECTION

Main activity involved: diffusion, movement and collaborative activities 

Main player in society involved: public sector and civil society

Level of work required: high

Challenge: licenses to be able to use public areas, the diffusion campaigns and closing

partnerships with all actors involved (music bands, schools, organizations...)

WOW SOCIAL

Example: We organized a "The Human Wave" at Paseo del Prado in May 2019. More than
4.000 people participated.

WHAT WE DO?

We are specialized in three types of activities and each of them focuses on a 

particular player in society and on a specific goal. The activities are the following:

GOAL PLAYER INVOLVED TYPE OF EVENT



2 Example: We organized a performance in collaboration with La
Fura Dels Baus, a leading Theater company.  

Example: We were invited to participate in the SONORAMA RIVERA music festival. Here we
organized one of the biggest SDGs human figures, among other epic actions.
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This activity consist of encouraging people to submit their

proposals to solve a specific problem related to a specific SDG.

Once we have collected and selected all the ideas, we organize an

event where experts and entrepreneurs collaborate in teams for

the development of innovative solutions. The winning team not

only gets access to Bridge for Billions, a platform where they can

raise funds to implement and launch their project, but it also

becomes one the leading projects of Los18 for an specific SDG.  

Focus on: INNOVATION

Main activity involved: entrepreneurship & mentoring

Main player in society involved: start ups, experts, leaders

Level of work required: medium

Challenge: facilities to host all participants and internet campaigns to spread the

message through different social platforms (LinkedIn, Instagram, Facebook...)

HACKATODS

Example: SDG 5 - Gender Equality HackatODS
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SOCIAL ENTERPRISE

Example: Social enterprise initiatives we have organized with different companies in the
energetic and telecommunications sector.

We organize these in order to help companies make their

sustainable achievements visible among their employees. We

achieve this through internal communications where

employees participate and experience first-hand how their

company is making sustainable efforts. These are totally

customized actions and therefore require a lot of understanding

from our side towards the companies and their employees. 

 

Focus on: INFORMATION

Main activity involved: informing in a creative way

Main player in society involved: private sector 

Level of work required: medium 

Challenge: reshape employees' point of views through a short-time activity
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OUR GLOBAL PRESENCE

We are increasing our global presence by participating in institutional 

congresses all over the world and by launching our first international HackatODS. 

Cabo Verde

Bolivia

Germany
Spain

San Fransico

Vancouver

Singapore

China

Example: Los18 participating in the
United Nations Global Festival of
Action 2018. Conference at Bonn
(Germany). And attending the
Singapore FINTECH Festival
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WHO ARE WE?

People like you. Ordinary people from very different backgrounds and with a
common interest: to be part of something bigger and to leave a world behind
that’s better than the one we found.  We are passionate about the world in which

we live, and believe that a project for the implementation of the SDGs such as Los18

can contribute greatly to its improvement. We make change happen. We are

movement, strength and color.

 

At the moment, we are 18 people in the team. The average age is 27. In our team we

have people from 22 years who have recently finished their studies, to people with

more than 40 years who run companies. There's room for all. 

HOW ARE WE ORGANIZED?
We all meet once a week, some join in person and some remotely. Besides that,

we work in teams of 2-4 people. We work in a very flexible way and have a very

enthusiastic and familiar atmosphere. Based on our main working areas, we

divided ourselves in four teams:

Business Development  
Strategic Planning

Partnership relations

Institutional Relations
Subsidies and public funding

Contests and foundations

SSR and advertising campaigns

Web and digital/social media

Operations 

Comunication 

Design and execution of actions

Focus on international expansion
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... AND LAST BUT NOT LEAST, WE INTRODUCE YOU OUR BOAT. 

This is the iconic Cervantes Saavedra vessel, the boat where we have been carrying
out some of our actions and where we have been training for the SDG WORLD TOUR. 



THANK YOU
Are you

getting on
board with us?

www.los18.org


